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Islam is an ambiguous term which is practiced within diverse fields 
of  work be it religion, history, culture, civilisation or worldview of  
Muslim . This term has been permeated into temporal stereotypes 
that transpire diverse interpretation which often resolute to 
peripheral disputes between culture and religion. Commonly a 
religious institution serves as a middle ground for disputes, rather a 
mosque especially in the ‘West’ has become a provocateur of  disputes 
in matters of  being an perceptible monument which has evolved into 
a body of  ideological expressions. 

This thesis attempts to redress the reoccurring conditions of  
‘traditional’ mosque architecture. A condition which is in a sense a 
form of  capsule made by prescribed and constitutionalised beliefs 
which have a prominent role within the framework of  contemporary 
mosque architecture. Initially, these conditions often befall to be 
erroneous or not synonymous with the fundamental role of  a mosque, 
and how it should be portrayed and engaged within religious and 
societal context. The research builds upon as a referential foundation 
which consolidates the essential, typological, and compositional 
understandings of  mosque, for that it will bring forward informed 
platform which will embolden and redefine what mosque architecture 
is and what it can be.  

|0:|ABSTRACT|
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Fig.00: Resurfacing work, Great Mosque, Djenne
Fig.01: Leaving the Local Mosque
Fig.02: The Grand Mosuqe of  Marseille
Fig.03: Prayer on Street 
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Mosque in Marseille has been under an ongoing combat in hope 
for construction for over a decade, yet its site remains as barren 
land. For the multiplicity of  the Maghreb, the grand project will 
be the first purpose-built mosque which represent the acceptance 
and recognition towards the Muslim in Marseille3.  The ordinary 
mosque of  Marseille is a convertered house or shopfront, crowded 
with devotees during prayer hours. These conversion have become 
ultimate answer to all migrants in the West as their daily mosque. 
But behind the veil there remains a lingering hope for a purpose-
built which symbolises their presence and beliefs within the urban 
discourse.  For this reason the monumental mosques are constructed 
within the periphery of  Muslim majority communities. 

This is all too well until the question of  architecture comes into 
play. Recently the mosque of  Marseille along with grand mosques 
of  major cities have recognisably come under criticism which 
reinstates the discussion of  aesthetics, highlighting the facts that 
the independent mosque have become caricature of  the traditional 
origins, namely as ‘Disney-like architecture’, reproducing atrocious 
stereotypes which not only lack richness from the traditional but 
also unfitting or inattentive to its context. Within the contemporary 
cities these archetypes are perceived as being imposter, or an ‘alien’4 
like architecture which totally disregards the present societal needs 
or practical conditions.  

|00:|INTRODUCTION|
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The problem arises when they mosque of  today reverberate the 
‘traditional Islamic architecture’ and not reintroduce new dialogue 
or reinvent the ‘traditional’. For this reason the essay will commence 
to endeavour in finding the core reasoning for mosque constitution 
within the initial religious text and context. Discussion will 
further engage into the establishment of  early mosque models and 
elements which deal with answering the key question, what makes 
a mosque? Example from different circumstance will be reviewed 
which will bring together wider understanding of  the cause and 
effect of  mosque making, specifically in the ‘Western’ context. The 
research will touch upon how these mosque facsimiles may well 
be the matter of  ‘nostalgia’ for the minorities, who are trying to 
recreate mosque from their understandings of   ‘homeland’. Which, 
due to the aesthetics, results in social and political disputes within 
the communities in non-Islamic cities. A conclusion is drawn upon 
answering the question of  how mosque can recreate communal 
conditions through architecture. 

Furthermore, by reconsidering the narrative of  the mosque 
establishment and evolution whilst reflecting on contemporary 
conditions in the West, brings an educated framework that can be 
occupied by the designers of  the mosques. Who can respond and 
reengage with the essential and eccentric ideas of  what mosque 
architecture can be, which also has correspondence to history, which 
enables the mosque to be natural progression from the traditional 
rather than be mere imitation of  traditions.

Fig.04: Interior of  Mosque Ibn Tulun
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Islam means ‘submission to the will of  God’, a monolithic religion 
that contains a ‘rich repertoire of  concept, symbols and spiritual disciplines 
through which believers maintain their identities and sense of  being in the 
world’5 and being in contact with God. It is asked through revelation 
of  Quran for Muslim to enter into a state of  prayer specifically five 
time a day, this ask is the seedling for the mosque presence. 

Masjid is ‘a place to prostrate’6, and prostration is an act within 
daily prayer. This definition ultimately suggests how the beliefs, the 
actions and the architecture are inseparable elements and as a whole 
they advocate Islamic way of  life which cannot be detached from the 
physical world7.  

|1:1|Definition|

Fig.05: The Gate of  Raqqa
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Theoretically, ‘all of  the world is masjid’8, all that is required for a 
Muslim is a clean-surface and direction towards the Ka’ba, and 
this becomes his ‘masjid’. Certainly, this notion creates a room for 
debates which question the existence of  mosque architecture, as the 
simplistic religious necessities for a Muslim is to perform his duties 
anyplace which fits. However, ‘masjid’ or a mosque is not   subjected 
to a singular role, as in a place of  worship, rather it is a place for 
the individual to submit themselves in front of  God accompanied 
with their fellow community, in order to bring out the sense of  
unity which lies at the core principles of  Islam. Mosques being a 
place for prayer gatherings, they also have a role of  becoming dais 
which serve to solve the social issues that are directed towards the 
development of  the surrounding communities9. These eternal roles 
of  a mosque initiated from Prophet Mohammed’s tradition as well 
as Islamic conceptions, which are in essence associated with both in 
need to fulfil both spiritual and social obligations within the society. 
Nonetheless, if  the role of  mosque is consistently in association with 
social-welfare, therefore its role should always be subject to change. 
However this is not the case, as most often both the architecture and 
the occupation of  the mosque corresponds to the political ideology 
which is encapsulation of  the past.

Yet, when mosques are built to serve specifically as a sanctuary, similar 
to religious architecture where the sanctuary itself  is regarded most 
sacred and where all secular activities are precluded, then most often 
the mosque becomes redundant in its function and fails to delivery its 
purpose in being an serviceable role to the present society.
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In traditionally Islamic cities, a mosque is a monument, organiser 
of  space and society, which act as focal point of  reference for the 
inhabitant and travellers10. Thus for the city dwellers it defines 
the identity of  their society, and for the believers it represents the 
permanence of  values and rewards guaranteed by the divine presence 
in their place of  worship. 

Consequently, the mosque lies at the heart of  the city, surrounded by 
densely packed domestic houses with its low profile construction it is 
definitively integrated within the ordinary and bustling culture and 
cities infrastructure. Through its locale, the religious space embraces 
the surrounding secular role of  life which had made it functionally 
prerequisites. Thus sharing of  mundane characteristic, unlike 
temples and churches, ‘the mosques were never seen as purely religious in 
its nature, they were portrayed as incapable of  autonomy in the separation 
between the sacred and the secular’11. 

|1:2|‘Traditional’ Context | sacred & secular|

Fig.06: The Old City, Sana’a
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The great mosque became ‘a place where ordinary people took naps, 
ate meals, sought legal redress for their grievances, and sometime took up 
temporary residency’12. Before sixteenth century and rise of  coffee 
house, the mosques were one of  very few open spaces that held social 
gatherings other than within domestic courtyard or cul-de-sac. Most 
often adjoining were ‘hamam ‘and ‘madrasa’13 which had widened the 
serviceable spheres of  the mosque.
  

However, the development of  the cities with their vast infrastructure 
and specified building programmes both in Islamic and non-Islamic 
context, the mosque of  today no longer serve as the primary 
conductor for the city. The role as principle educational institution 
or profusion of  programmes have become bygone recollection. The 
statutory changes led the mosque from being the soul of  the city to 
extraneous part of  the city. Due to this, the mosque has emerged 
into a pious place than ever before, which is essential as a mosque 
should create an environment that is conducive to meditation. Yet 
detachment from secularity had created a room for unwanted events, 
especially in European cities where secluded mosques are turned into 
‘a place for imparting political slogans and propaganda’14. And it is due 
to these reoccurring events that the mosque role within the society 
should be reconsidered and revaluated in order for it to resonate back 
to the initial role of  a mosque as collective agency.    

Fig.07: Prayer in Cairo, 1865 by Jean-Léon Gérôme
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Unlike Hindu architecture, ‘where whole religious texts are devoted 
to sacred architecture and its forms and symbols’15, which gives clear 
instruction in ways the Hindu religious building should be built. 
The Quran, which is central religious text of  Islam refers to Masjid 
twenty-eight times, yet there are no clear-cut references that are 
in relevance to the architecture of  the mosque, except for this 
statement, “The mosque of  Allah are only to be maintained (built) by 
those who believer in Allah and the Last Day and establish prayer and give 
zakah (charity)...”16. Equally, within the Prophets Traditions there is 
no specificity in articulation of  mosque architecture as whole, but the 
guidance in which the manner a mosque should be constructed, and 
that is the need for clean enclosure and clear indicative orientation 
towards Ka’ba, Mecca. 

|2:1|The Religious Text|

Fig.08: The Ka’ba in its sanctuary,Turkish Miniature
Fig.09: Extract from the Quran, 8-9th Century
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From this, the overall design of  a mosque remains within the lines 
of  ambiguity. Which fundamentally becomes problematic for the 
architects of  today in drawing ‘a clean line between what is feasible 
or acceptable and what is not, when there are only few rules governing 
mosque architecture’17. Therefore, this ambiguous nature generates 
predicaments for the architect in proceeding with the mosque 
design methodology. Most often, avoidance to transgress with the 
traditional methodology is employed which leads to replication of  
the past archetype. Or, this ambiguity within religious principles for 
mosque construction can create opportunities for the architects to 
reinvent new architectural dialogue. However this is least explored 
aspect within mosque architectural field, as most often the power of  
traditional ideologies overrules the necessities for a change.  

Even though domes, arches or slender-tower structure are not 
specified in religious contents, they have however become inevitable 
and are continuously being adopted in all ongoing projects even 
within 21st century. Through these reoccurrence of  forms, it has 
become natural for one to identify these mosque aesthetics as the 
architecture of  Islam, which are however closely related to the 
architecture of  the ‘traditional’ dogma and not the specification of  
the religion. As noted, the aniconism of  Islam should encourage 
architectural dialogue to developed, rather than being fixated to 
conservative period. Modification to mosques manifestation are 
religiously accepted, however it is also worth noting that the ‘Islamic 
culture and religion are necessarily coextensive’18, therefore it would be 
naïve to argue against or discuss the developed or changes to mosque 
typology without considering the cultural relevance. 
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Despite knowing little or if  any mosque monument survived to 
stand today from the first two generation of  Islam, there is however 
sufficient literary evidence which consolidates the evolution of  the 
building practices, originating from Medina, to Basra and then in 
Fustat. Furthermore, considering the minimalistic and modest 
nature of  Muslim bygone culture, when ‘a square area marked out by 
a line drawn in the sand was sufficient for communal prayer, provided only 
that one side of  the square faced towards Mecca to indicate the direction 
of  prayer’19. This simplistic manner of  creating mosque boundaries 
was executed due to the fact that most Muslim Arabs were nomads, 
therefore building a permanent mosque would have hinder their 
lifestyle, since everything they occupied was both demountable or 
portable. 

|2:2|Establishment and Evolution | 

Fig.10: Praying in the Desert
Fig.11: Crossing the Desert 
Fig.12: Nomad basics, Mosque Agadez, Niger 
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The establishment of  purpose-built mosque was driven from the 
settlement of  the Bedouin Tribes, who found it inconvenient to 
travel lengthy distance in adverse weather condition in order for 
them to perform their communal prayer20, therefore initiated their 
settlement with permanent shelter adjoining a mosque.  
  
The mosques we see today are result of  long synthesis of  cultural 
interaction and history. Like all architecture, it too emerged and 
cultivated from circumstance of  specific period of  history. Initially, 
the utilitarian and domestic mosque models reflected its surrounding 
conditions that met the exigency of  early Islamic period. Through 
gradual progression and expansion of  Islam the mosque developed 
into unsuppressed monuments becoming the magnificence models 
of  Ommiad, Abbasid, Fatimid, Seljuk, Mogul, and Ottoman dynasty. 
Ultimately, what was once a simple and practical ‘line drawn in the 
sand21  had resulted into influential testament for Islam. 

12
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|2:3|Mosque Types|
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Over fourteen hundred years the mosque developed into numerous 
architecture style and its use. There are five types of  classified 
functions which too have an effect upon the typology of  mosque, the 
Sacred, Madrasa, Memorial, Musalla and Jami Masjid22.   

The sacred mosques, are announced within the Quran, and 
are believed to be holiest places where all Muslims make their 
pilgrimage. Masjid AL-Haram which surrounds the Ka’ba, the 
first house of  worship built by Prophet Ibrahim. The second is Al-
Masjid An-Nabawi, the Mosque built by Prophet Mohammed, and 
lastly the Al-Aqsa Mosque which symbolises to be the places Prophet 
Mohammed took miraculous journey and ascent to heaven and performing 
prayer23.  Conclusively, these sacred mosques are seen as exemplar for 
all mosques around the world. 

Fig.13: Al-Aqsa Mosque within Old City of  Jerusalem 
Fig.14: Dome of  Rock, Model 
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Fig.15: The Ka’ba

Fig.16: Initial Prophets MosqueThe Fig.17: Early Mosques of  Cairo taking inspiration from Prophets Mosque
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Ka’ba is the nucleus for all existing mosque. It determines the 
orientation of  the architecture. Constructed of  giant masonry draped 
in a black cloth, inside it is empty, but a sacred stone (meteoroid) 
is embedded within the wall. The Ka’ba emphasise its symbolic 
manifestation as ‘a synthesis of  space and an axis linking the spiritual 
and the physical word’24.

During his stay in Medina, his house built for his family which 
ultimately became the Al-Masjid An-Nabaw. It was a simple mud-
brick house consisting of  open-courtyard, and small living rooms 
and Sufa for the visitors or for the poor to stay overnight, and ‘Zulla, 
the prayer room where people gathered for both prayers and discussions on 
social matters’25. It did not only serve as a worship-house rather a place 
for shelter, hospital, educational and social centre, it was centre of  
the Muslim life in Medina26. These tradition held within the Prophet 
Mosque and its sacred position, became exemplar for the oncoming 
mosque both through it simplistic functional and architectural 
nature. The prophet’s mosques led to Umayyad period, where most 
of  its mosques were based on the prophet’s mosque. 

The Memorial mosques are commonly used as shrines by Shia sect 
in remembrance of  the historic event of  Badr, they most often adopt 
‘eclectic/Arabian nights’ architectural style, most commonly seen in 
South-East Asia. The Musalla, as well being Arabic term for prayer 
rug it is also a convenient space which act as prayer room within any 
common building. The Madrasa serve similar purpose as community 
mosque with additional student and teaching accommodation and 
facilities. The Jami-Masjid, or congregational mosque commonly used 
for Friday congregational-prayer gathering, is the most extensively 
used across the mosque world. These types normally have certified 
confirmation with governing policy in order to hold large Friday-
prayers, therefore it acquires large platform which that facilitated 
vast number of  worshipers.
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Even though Muslim can perform prayer anywhere, the collective 
Friday prayer, ‘salat-al-juma’, is regarded obligatory and at higher-
esteem in it religious deeds accompanied with the prayer a ‘khutba’ 
or lecture is delivered to conclude the prayer27. The early models 
of  mosque therefore corresponded to liturgical requirement of  the 
Friday congregational-prayer. Which consisted of  a simple portal, 
ablution area, open-courtyard and internal sheltered space supported 
by the Qibla-wall. The open-courtyard was essential as it held large 
population as well appropriate for hot climate. 

There are four types mosque archetype that can be identified as 
universalistic styles, which are adapted regionally in its aesthetics 
and construction.   

The Arab Hypostyle mosque most often served the purpose of  a 
Friday congregational mosque, generally it consisted of  monumental 
bordering wall with open-courtyard. The Persian cruciform follows 
on from hypostyle with large square Minaret associated with Syrian 
and Moorish architecture. The third, Seljuk mosque type carries 
vast volumetric pillars where the architecture dialogue is more about 
overall harmonious forms and proportion, simple n its propositions 
yet intricately decorated around the portal. 

The fourth, commonly known for Ottoman architecture, complex 
in its overall geometry in comparison to the other types. It 
monumentalises the architectural presence by having cluster 
of  domes varying in different size but always having one main 
dominating centralised dome which sits above central prayer space. 
As the domes are pronounce features, the Minaret remain to be 
slender and soaring high, as we see in the Sulemaniye Mosque28, this 
enables to harmoniously proportional  working together. 

The character of  Hypostyle and the Ottoman mosque seem to be 
continuously exploited into the everyday mosques during present 
time in all parts of  the world. The objective for most architects and 
the clients is to hybridise the traditional geometry into temporal 
and modernised architectural conditions whilst maintaining the past 
historical profile of  mosque architecture. 

|2:4|Early Models|

Fig.18: Mosque Plan, similarity within the composition
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Continuing from the 19th century, the mosque typology has 
encountered various experimentation, through that it has become 
from introverted structure to extroverted monument. The 
introverted mosque were weaved within the urban fabric the only 
monumentalising feature was the Minaret which acted as point 
of  reference for the city dweller. It was inwards-looking that was 
enclosed along its perimeter by the wall which represented ‘the 
physical demarcation between the profanity of  the street and the sanctity 
of  the mosque’29. This is not the case for extroverted mosque, the 
walls and overly pronounce portal has be replaced by low-rise or 
transparent parapet, which redefines the ordinary traditions of  
introverted mosques. However, this method resulted in obsolescence 
of  the internal-courtyard or were reduced to domestic scale, thereby 
the area of  the sheltered or enclosed spaces were too reduced, which 
densified and compacted the building rather than being vast in plan. 
The reduction of  area plan monumentalises the mosque even more, 
as the internal-courtyard was switch outwards, which made the 
mosque freestanding as an isolated monument.  As mosque was not 
physical connection with its surrounding urban fabric.

|2:5|Isolated Monument |
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Fig.19: Abstracting the Monument: Diagram of  Mosque elements with authors proposition for present context. 

Fragments of  Mosque Components, 
dispersed within the site

Typical Isolated Monument, centred 
within periphery

Fortress walls dividing the outside 
and inside

Reforming the traditional through 
transparency 

Typical silhouette of  Todays Isolated 
Mosque

Typical silhouette of  Hypostyle 
Mosque within ‘traditional’ context
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The development of  the urban-scape suppressed the introverted 
mosques as it failed to compete with the commercial building for prime sites 
in the centre of  the city30. Therefore, the mosques were intentionally 
raised on the hill or along the edge of  seafront in order to retain 
architectural significance, one city example being Turkey with its 
prominent mosque touching the Mediterranean Sea. 

Todays, congregational mosque, known to be ‘the best mosques’ 
are from the generation which encapsulate exotic images of  the 
‘renowned’ past, which sits within the city as an island cites within 
integrated with its context. It is believed that the isolated mosques 
are there because ‘their grounds are held sacred by Muslim emphasises the 
mosques symbolic importance’31.
Fig.20: Dispositioned, Isolated Monument Mosque in Kuwait
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It is believed that the ideal mosques are from those which resonate 
with magnificent Domes and the tallest Minarets, by definition they 
have become precedential models for the mosques around the world, 
and for those which are under construction. These are the visionary 
images that the clients and architects attempt to recreate based on the 
mythology that the best of  mosques are from those of  the past with 
magnificent characteristic. These are the ideals which are accepted 
as the ultimate masterpieces, therefore the mosque of  today cannot 
be changed and should replicate the ancestor’s archetype. Agreeably, 
the mosques of  the past are ideals and alluring in their own right, 
and should inspire and be expressed within the architecture of  today. 
However, it is also vital that the architecture that is being inspired 
by the ideals should also have a dialogue with the progressive 
societal conditions, in that there is much more meaningful and richer 
language of  architecture rather being a mere reproduction of  the 
past. It is through low-quality reproduction that the mosque end-
result manifest into unsophisticated religious symbolic icons, which 
in current events result into stigmatisation and religious stereotypes. 

|2:6|The Ideal Mosque|
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Fig.21: The Ottoman Imperial Mosque usually perceived as the ideal exemplar models for Todays Mosques, 
|The Süleymaniye Mosque|
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What makes a mosques? A typical question comes into being when 
a project is given to an architect. From there and most often the 
mosque tends to get deciphered through the elements that composes 
the overall architecture, that would be Dome, Minaret, Minbar, 
Mihrab and Wudhu-Khana and the list continues to minutest details. 
Simply, these prescribed elements are then replicated without major 
modification throughout the world, as they are considered to be 
significant to the religion. As a result and through reproduction of  
these elements they have become fixed, non-negotiable and immutable 
components of  mosque. Therefore these familiar architectural 
imageries of  what should be a mosque has generally been accepted 
and instilled into the minds of  the Muslims community, who 
continuously seek to build mosques that relates back to righteous 
religious past. Whether these elements have been ‘developed at the time 
of  the Prophet in Medina or over the following decades, these components 
constituted the more or less fixed body of  functions and of  signs necessary 
for a gathering of  any Muslim community’32. 

|3:1|What Makes a Mosque?|

Fig.22: Typical of  imitated Dome in the 
West, London East Mosque

Fig23: Simple Mihrab, Mosque of  Said bin 
Sultan (1840), Mtoni

23
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According to religious text, as mentioned in the previous chapter, 
that there is no clear-cut lines or prescribed way mosques should 
be constructed, other than clean, sheltered and orientation towards 
Mecca. Therefore this suggests that these elements which are 
regarded obligatory to the religion, are in fact result of  consequences 
conceived over time and traditions, and not prescribed by set of  rules 
which governs ways mosques should be built. Arguably, if  drastic 
changes are made to the ‘traditional’ norm, or the sacred characters 
of  these elements it could ultimately distort or even disrespect the 
representation of  the mosque, and possibly result in the loss of  
meaning of  a mosque for the Muslim community. For that reason, 
when architects approach mosque projects they tend to be highly 
considerate in making changes to the ‘traditional’ norm. 

The highly praised project, Sherefudins White Mosque in Visoko, 
is an example of  ways the ‘traditional’ architectural feature can be 
altered yet retains its meaning. This mosque embodies the ideas of  
abstraction and modernisation of  the ‘traditional’ elements within 
‘Western’ context. Which it has achieved. It is innovative with the 
roof  composition by incorporating the notion of  five pillars of  
Islam within its five roof  of  the mosques. They methodology, not 
confirming that this is correct ways of  articulating a mosque, but 
it does generate alternative way of  constructing, rather than the 
typical centralised dome roof  structure. It is prime example of  
hybridising both cultural and contextual typologies. 

Fig.24:Sherefudins White 
Mosque, Roof

Fig.25: Sherefudins 
White Mosque, 
Composition

24 25
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Considering all element, Mihrab is the only elements that is 
liturgically essential to all mosque, or any space for a Muslim is 
performing prayer. As it is an indicator toward the prayer should 
orient towards. The origin of  Mihrab is being debated till this day, 
but what can be equated is Mihrab symbolically commemorates the 
customary place of  the Prophet33. Initially, a false door set upon 
Qibla-Wall within early mosque34, representing as a reminder for 
rewards for hereafter, as the door to paradise, this idea has therefore 
been reproduced within the pattern that is formulated within the 
Mihrab. 

The forms that are most often used are wither rectangular, polygonal 
or semi-circular, affixed within central part of  the Qibla-Wall. Due 
it is significant in the direction it orientation, this element is most 
celebrated lavishly decorated and hand-crafted in comparison to rest 
of  the elements within the mosque. Many critiques argue that this 
is wrong because the focus goes on to this elements rather than the 
direction it expresses.  

There are three justification for Mihrab form, one being an acoustic 
vault that enable to throw-back the voice of  the Imam whilst leading 
the prayer therefore it size needed to be large enough for Imam to 
stand inside vaulted niche, and most importantly it embedded within 
the Qibla-Wall to visually orientation the worshipers as they enter 
the mosque in the direction they should read their prayer. Therefore, 
this niche becomes largely significant within the scheme of  mosque 
plan as it has effect upon the way mosque sits within in context as it 

|3:2|The Essential : MIHRAB|

Fig.26: Tile Panel indicative as Mihrab, representing the threshold of  sacred 
space that lies within the niche

Fig.27: The Golden Effect as Highly Precious, Mihrab in Damascus Mosque 26

27
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normally faces towards the holy core, Ka’ba.  
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Before or after the prayer, it was customary for the Prophet to 
delivery sermons to his congregation. Within small gathering he 
would against the columns of  the interior as the gathering grew in 
its population he was given chair, Minbar, which consisted two steps 
and an additional for seating35.   After his period, the tradition on 
delivering sermon after prayer continued along with use of  Minbar 
acting as a throne in memory of  the Prophet. 

Later, during the Umayyad period, additional three-steps were 
attached to the original three-step Minbar becoming a fixed element 
within the mosque sitting adjacent to Mihrab. It was elevated even 
further with additional door and canopy as well lavishly decorated. 
What is worth noting is that these development of  Minbar are direct 
results of  the needs for its functions, then, being associated to a 
symbolic meaning. Which for the case of  Minaret is questionable.

|3:3|The Traditional : MINBAR|

Fig.28: Traditional Three 
Step Minbar, Fez Museum

Fig.29: Both Minbar and 
Mihrab adjacent againts 
Qibla-Wall, Cairo

Fig.30:Transformative Minbar, Algier
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The ‘Adhan’ is a call for prayer that summons the Muslim to perform 
their prayer, given by muezzin who typically stand on the mosque 
rooftop or at the highest platform within the Minaret. Through the 
expansion of  mosque typology, Minarets had become the essential 
element that prevailed a new portrait for mosque architecture. In 
comparison to Mihrab and Minbar, according to philologist the 
Minaret has no reference within the Prophets Tradition or Arabic 
literature36. Due to this anachronistic nature that has determined 
obscurity with the Minaret, it has resolute to strings of  interpretation 
and disagreement on the origin and meaning behind the Minaret. 

In Arabic terms, ‘Manara’ stands for ‘place of  fire’ or ‘place of  light’  
initially associated with a lighthouse that the Minaret represents. It 
has also been referred to ‘candlestick’ in Aramaic term, suggesting 
how ‘muezzin had carried a lantern to a top of  a slender tower at the 
night’37, which gives functional connotation to the Minarets presence.

|3:4|The Effects of  MINARET|

Fig.31:The Muezzin, 
1865, Jean-Léon Gérôme

Fig.32: Minaret in 
Village Sahara, Algeria 

Fig.33: The Great 
Mosque of  Samarra
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‘The first Minaret, or tower like structure used as Minaret was in 
Damascus - The first appearance of  a tower-like structure used as 

Minaret occurred in Damascus where on one of  the towers set at the 
corners of  the Roman temples, wherein the Great Mosque was built, 

served this purpose’38.

It has been noted that the Minaret were direct result from imitating 
towers that adorned churches, however it has also been acquainted 
that the tower structures originate from Arab inventions which then 
were adopted by the Roman and  Byzantines watch towers39, which 
were adopted into church bell-towers. Despite the origin where 
various interpretation are made, what is notably interesting is that 
the identifiable feature in the horizontal profile of  an Islamic city, the 
Minaret visually landmarked the presence of  a mosque, a place of  
refuge to the travellers40.  
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Within the medieval Islamic cities and before the birth of  a Minaret, 
mosques had no impressive exteriorization announced it presence. 
Explicitly the external façade were simply rendered with simply 
doorways which directed all the ornate detail towards the internal 
courtyard.  By virtue the unadorned exterior edges of  the mosque 
integrated imperceptibly with adjoining streets41, which manifested 
into nonexistence presence. Therefore, the addition of  Minaret to 
the mosque was significant step from internalised to externalised 
composition, for it powerfully determined the mosque presence 
beyond its immediate periphery. Other elements like domes and 
portals were also associated with commonplaces for that their 
addition to the mosque typology had lesser proclamation effect in 
comparison to the Minaret. 

Today, the traditional function of  the Minaret has become obsolete. 
The muezzin calls for prayer from the ‘Haram’ through the 
loudspeakers which broadcasts the call at greater distant. Regardless 
of  being obsolescence element, the Minaret remains to be significant 
figure of  today’s mosque architecture. For some it ‘evokes cosmic axis 
that creates links between the heave and the earth, as mosque was regarded 
as the centre of  the earth’42, and for some it is portrayal of  historic 
significance. The Minaret through its form as ‘a monument with a 
powerful vertical axis, it becomes a spiritual, visual and cultural symbol 
expressed on the skyline of  the city’43, and thus it becomes triumphal 
symbol of  mosque architecture. 

Fig.35: Minaret of  Mosque Ibn Tulun

Fig.34: Tower of  Qusun, Cairo
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Like all present-day race between cities on building the highest 
skyscraper that signifies visible symbol of  power, the Minaret too 
has become victim of  this race in marking its prominence, or would 
this seem inappropriate. As noted before the original function of  
the Minaret has become abrogated, yet till this day the Minaret are 
continuously being built. This element predominantly progressed not 
through its functions but through its characters which are associated 
with supremacy and political status. The repertory of  Minaret in 
all context, paradoxically it has become a ‘structural metonym of  
Muslim identity’44, regardless of  the fact that most mosque in Islamic 
and non-Islamic countries have no Minarets.  Resonating with the 
fundamental religious text, where the Minaret is non-existence, 
therefore justifies not being an element of  Islamic faith, rather the 
Minaret is more of  cultural expression that once was functionally 
essential but now has become backbone for mosque architecture 
which is ultimately inadmissible to eliminate.   

|3:5|Element as an Expression|

Fig.36: Sultan Ahmed Mosque Minaret 
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|THE PRESENT MATTERS|4:|
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The Minarets within Islamic cities were a way for mosques to 
reinstate its presence by coming out from private to public sphere. 
This is consisting situation within Wester context, but with the 
entire mosque. For Muslims community mosque is a way to integrate 
their beliefs within their new home cities in the West, and ‘qualifying 
it as an interlocutor with society and its institutions’45. 

Within Muslim majority areas in the West, mosque are initiated with 
house conversion funded by the community. These house mosque are 
visually discreet and adapt to the existing layout of  the house, such 
as converting the bathroom into ablution zones and combining living 
spaces into prayer halls. When the congregation grows the mosque 
development is made via exterior extension or constructing purpose-
built mosque as that visually announce permanency upon the land46. 

The purpose-built differ from the house-conversion archetype, in 
that most often, which is where the problem inaugurates, is when 
architecture is distinct form it context as most often replicated from 
mega-assembly mosques recycled into unfitting surroundings. Rather 
these mosques have become discursive in dismantling distinction 
between ‘Western’ and ‘Islamic’ identities47.  

|4:1|Disjointed Composition|

Fig.37: East London Mosque, Minaret and Domes as a Representation for Mosque presence within its context 
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MOSQUE IN MARSEILLE
LOCAL MOSQUE VISIT

MUSLIM POPULATION DATA IN MARSEIILLE 
THERE ARE MORE THAN 250,000 MUSLIMS IN THE CITY, 
MOSTLY OF SUNNI ORIGIN, THEIR COUNTRY ORIGIN IS AS 

FOLLOWS: 
ALGERIANS : 90,000–100,000 
COMORIANS : 60,000–70,000
TUNISIANS : 25,000–30,000 
AFRICANS : 10,000–15,000

MOROCCANS : 15,000–20,000 
MIDDLE EAST : 10,000–15,000 

CONVERTS OTHER : 7,000–15,000
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Fig.38: House-Conversion Mosque in Marseille, During Friday Prayer
Fig.39: (corner image) Central Mosque in Olso, unfitting 
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Usually the aesthetics of  the purpose-built mosque is ‘tempered by 
local context, modified by pressures form the existing community or by local 
regulations’48, but it is often referencing or based on models from 
the Islamic cities,  depending on who is financing the project which 
overall has an effect on the architectural decision making. Most often 
the architecture is executed with one centralised dome, a Minaret 
situated in the centre of  the occupied land, often is surrounded by a 
carpark or congested highway. This is the case of  the postmodern 
Mosque of  Rome. Inaccessible from the reach of  the city, situated 
at the of  edge of  nowhere, which calls out to the main city for it to 
be recognised as its distant Islamic ‘Vatican City’49. Like all isolated 
monumental mosques detach from the heart of  the cities, they 
remained to be unused, as their vigilant purpose is to culturally 
symbolise and send subliminal message which confirms the presence 
of  mosque for the Muslim. 

Fig.40: Mosque of  Rome
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‘To not to be used for political purpose as that has an effect on the sanctity 
of  the place of  worship’51. 

Advisedly the National Mosque of  Kuala Lumpur built in 1965 
under the enduring concept of  ‘bridging’ both ethnic and religious 
communities, simultaneously, the architectural concept portrayed 
both the Malaysian contextual and traditional Islamic characteristic. 
In comparison to the Mosque of  Rome, it sits within the shell of  the 
city with all rounding accessibility which publically utilizes facilities 
of  the mosques. Acknowledging the fact that this mosque is within 
Islamic country as the Mosque of  Rome in the West, this is not 
the issues that is being dealt with, rather it’s how the location of  
the mosque within any city that has an effect on the use and not be 
redundant for political symbolism. Situated adjacent to the public 
garden, high-dense residency and offices, the mosque accommodate 
the ordinary secular demands of  the populace by providing a platform 
for ‘communal programmes such as educational, social, economic, welfare 
and judicial50. This is achieved through architectural interaction 
that is open and non-hierarchical composition which constitute of  
extensive floor plan that is enclose with tapered roof  that sweeps 
over the prayer-hall. The initial approach was to create an abstraction 
of  the traditional elements, which gives a notion of  fragmentation 
of  the dominating monuments and brings weaving dialogue with the 
surrounding landscape. 

Fig.41: The National Mosque of  Kuala Lumpur
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The Westermoskee, even though it is completed it brings reminiscent 
of  the Ottoman mosque in Istanbul, which was the architecture 
it was modelled. For the mosque to fit Netherland’s rehabilitate 
neighbourhood, similar redbrick with white stripes were used for it 
to camouflage with the surrounding and diffuse the impact of  the 
Ottoman reproduction. 

|4:2|Mosque Reproduction|

Fig.42:The Westermoskee Mosque

Fig.43: The Central Mosque of  Lille
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The Minaret of  the mosque in Lille, is incredibly deceiving as its can 
easily be mistaken as light-shaft or chimneys poking out form the 
roof, yet for the Muslim community it is recognised as the symbolic 
element. Therefore, its shows prominent forms can be rectified 
through materiality and serves the purpose of  becoming united with 
its architectural context as well as serve the cultural meaning. The 
translucent material fragmentises the solidity of  typical Minaret. 

The idea of  transparent and open mosque is currently being explored 
by modern architect in finding and redefining the mosques typology, 
where glass material is adopted52. Much of  these project have not 
been realised or not many have be proposed it is most often client 
want the mosque to look like certain person and architect their client 
request. It notion is never challenged. The transparency is necessary 
in all climate, it brings new dialogue that into mosque architecture 
field and opens up possibilities for the future architecture. 

Cologne mosque explores the ideas of  breaking down the defensive 
fortress walls through transparency. The hope for this project was 
to design a mosque that is ‘both distinctive and engaged with the city. 
The rigid uniform hemispherical dome shell covering the prayer hall, which 
approximate the building to the traditional cascading Ottoman domes, is cut 
through by vertical openings to facilitate a dialogue with the city’53. Unlike 
the isolated mosque of  Rome, it is virtually intact with the city 
without protective fence which introduces the openness impression. 
However, the disappointment lies when it continues to employ the 
idle Minarets. 

Fig.44:The Open Cologne Mosque
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For Muslim the Minaret along with all other elements presence is 
serves the nostalgic purpose then its functions. By building mosque 
as they typically did centuries ago is a way this is what ‘mosque 
should look like’54, rather than would it should be in the very present 
conditions. For Muslim in the West, building mosque as they did in 
their home country is reminder of  something familiar. However, for 
the non-Muslim community the traditional mosque construction and 
ostentatious Minaret acts as a foreign body has invaded within their 
premises which as a result leads to disputes within the community. 
It has been argued that it is the municipality and not the community 
who urge to have a Minaret to make their mark in new cities55, rather 
than being a mark of  necessity.

As for the rise of  the Minaret, especially when they are not in use 
for the ‘adhan’, and finding through history suggests that it is not 
relevant to the religious belief, conclusively remarks the fact that the 
Minaret can be non-existence. For it to be used as a representative of  
the faith and a powerful symbol intervening into the society generates 
conflict within the cities. Conflict like the banning of  Minarets in 
Switzerland, allegedly being an act of  Islamophobia, however it is 
‘clearly also about icon-phobia and the preservation of  the traditional 
cityscape, as the ludicrous poster showing the country invaded by dark 
pencil-shaped Minarets and a giant niqab-wearing women demonstrates56. 
For the event like icon-phobia and reproduction of  mosque elements 
which are regarded as undesirable feature within Western context, 
therefore should be redressed and reinterpreted, as externally they 
merely image-making which have little to do with the religion. 

Fig.45: The Swiss 
Minaret Ban

Fig.46: Wünsdorf  
Mosque, Germany, 

built in 1915 - 
demolished in 1925, 

Modeled on  the 
Dome of  the Rock
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The mosques of  the past within the ‘traditional’ Islamic cities are 
currently present and active within the Western context. Architecture 
in general is progressive with time, yet the mosque has been fixated 
within the 18th century, and time-over-time similar architectural 
dialogue is reappearing within the 21st century, and will continue to 
do so unless changes are implicated. 

‘An architectural form to provide for the worship of  an invisible and non-
representational deity has never been achieved, and anything that became 

an accepted form had to be evolved through passage of  time. Borrow 
ideas from earlier societies or adapt animist temples and pagan shrines to 
provide the basis for the evolution of  a distinct architectural language of  

their own’57.

The history is being posed upon rather to be reinvented. The 
monumentalising mosque in historic once provided a sense identify 
and optimum for a societies in a cultural of  mass poverty58. This 
representation of  mosque is being reconfigured within western 

|4:3|Comfort in the Known|

Fig.47: Prefabricated or ‘instant domes’ ready to be collected from local seller, Indonesia 
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context, when Muslim are the minority and seeking to find a place 
that recognise their presence. 

The dichotomies and tension of  contemporary mosque created 
through its architectural iconography needs to be refined, especially 
the monumentalising architecture that was connected to wealth and 
power. In order for the mosque to be redefines that will have impact 
on the societies is through looking referring back the initial purpose 
of  mosque, specifically the Prophet Mosque, where it had served the 
purpose of  being at service for the community rather than isolated 
monument. The mosque from that period were tempered by the 
regional conditions, climate and the availability of  materials. The 
builder, designer and craftsman works was sincere in innovating the 
vocabulary of  architecture.  This was exciting cross-cultural period 
where exchanging of  design methodology and borrowing from 
the past as well as the surrounding all hybridised into successful 
architecture. This is what made the architecture of  the historic 
mosque richer, the culture lacking within the contemporary mosques.

The  Minorities in the ‘West’ have formed ideas on resistance to change 
or adapt to new societal or cultural views.  They are in fear of  losing 
their identity for that reason they engage to the conservative view 
upon ‘the developing world and fear the spread of  ‘westernisation’, 
therefore seek to refuge in an idealised view of  their own past’59, and 
to building mosque of  today like their ancestor did, give a sense of  
pride and comfort. A mosque with its ‘traditional’ elements, appears 
for the migrant Muslim community as ‘restful ‘home’  in the midst of  
alien surrounding’60. 

The sense of  comfort derived from the known, the familiar, come into 
play. In Muslim society no authority exists to sponsor, accept, promote or 
reject changes, except the consensus of  the community as a whole. For the 

community, for any community, maintaining the ways of  the past is a 
safer and simpler options than introducing changes61. 
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The Mosque initiated within the Western context during the period 
when migration was at its peak as the labours was imported in 
response to reconstruction of  the cities in 1950s62. However the 
decline of  labours industry, resulted the migrants being among the 
socioeconomically disadvantaged, the mosque were therefore apart 
from serving a primary religious functions, had come to represent 
a source of  empowerments for the marginalised working-class 
communities63. 

This tradition continues today, as ‘the mosque serves as the single most 
important visible representation of  Muslim identity and values’64, and 
continues to be a visible agency that exert rights over the premises 
of  the city. This may not be the case for most religious architecture 
within Western context, where it is seen as ‘inherently’ or ‘naturally’ 
Western65, yet with the mosque it has become a visible architecture 
that is encapsulated within particular traditional and historical form. 
Consequently, the pompous and perceptible quality of  purpose-build 
mosques has an ideological effect upon psychology of  the society, 
which establishes the notion of  ‘otherness’. Inevitably this evokes 
cultural stereotypes within the societal affairs. The mosque is 
therefore, more than any other building type, is firmly akin to the 
present-day societal affairs. However, for Muslim, the mosque is a 
place for nostalgia, simultaneously like all migrant communities they 
are both ‘mundane and spiritual; secular and sacred; the problematic of  
old and new identities; the relationship with old and new home’66. For 
them the building of  mosques has become a coping accessory for 
socioeconomic challenges, despite its aesthetics or implication upon 
the society. 

|4:4|Making a Mark|
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The London Central Mosque, built in 1977 by the architect Sir 
Frederick Gibberd. The Mosque was built to represent Islam in 
Britain in the modernist architectural mould67. The aim for the 
project was to encapsulating the ‘traditional’ elements which 
attribute to universal language of  all mosque but ‘contemporised 
through materiality’, which also sit comfortably within the public-
park and neo-classical terrace architecture. Reviewing the mosque 
in its current position, highlighting the fact that it has merges the 
modernist and imperialistic architectural form, to certain degree the 
outcomes are palatable as it sit hidden behind the ancient trees, yet 
the problem for this mosque occurs through its monumental golden 
dome and the Minaret structure which is arresting above the tree-
line as well as vast and gated façades adjacent to the street, constantly   
creates frigid environment withdrawn from the surrounding culture.

Fig.48: London Central Mosque
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Fig.49: The Crafted Door of  Mosque
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The imposing and disjoined architectural condition of  the mosque 
within the Western context has resulted conflicts among the cross-
cultures. The high-rise façade has resulted an inferior barrier for 
the ordinary passer-by, especially the case for the London Mosque. 
Through these architectural recognition and the media portrayal of  
mosque as a place of  propaganda rather than a place for spiritual 
and social prosperity, has in fact resulted the mosque to rejig its 
programme by physically opening the doors of  the mosques in order 
to ‘clear away the clouds’68, and remove the stereotypes conveyed 
through the media. The notion of  opening up the serviceable 
platform, is what a mosque should reconcile to, as an integrator of  
cross-culture and community. Yet, open and approachable atmosphere 
is generated through the programme and not through architecture 
of  the mosque. 
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|REFORMING THE CONDITIONS|5:|
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|5:1|Conclusion|

The notion of  opening up the confined boundaries of  ‘traditional’ 
Islamic architecture of  the mosque are being questioned and 
redefined within the proximity of  today’s architectural approach. The 
project Al-Islah mosque situated in the populated and redevelopment 
neighbourhood in north-east Singapore, is an exhilarating example 
which consolidate with the multiplicity role a mosque could possible 
achieve within its periphery. It is example of  modern day mosque that 
conjure traditional functions of  the Jami-Masjid and the Madrasa. 
To certain degree, this project can be regarded as a successful project 
in achieving communal conditions through its architecture. It defers 
from being an imposing isolated monument nor does it sit within 
the disjoint composition, rather it is fitting within its context, which 
ultimately creates a platform that collectively creates an integrating 
space within the city. The initial concepts for this mosque was to 
have ‘no boundary walls and minimum enclosing wall, the worship hall 
is visually and physically accessible on all sides, blurring the distinction 
between the mosque premise and the street’69. Consequently this building 
composition and its relation to the surrounding is evidently contrary 
to the purpose-built mosques within the ‘Western’ countries, 

Fig.50: Fitting, Al-Islah Mosque, Singapore
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specifically the project discussed in this paper. By having the dialogue 
of  open architectural composition which has little relation to the 
iconic ‘traditional’ elements, therefore have positive consequences in 
both architectural and the societal perceptions of  what mosque is 
and what it can be.
 
The suggestive theory of  opening up the mosque through extending 
the dialogue of  its architectural composition is a recent phenomenon. 
Enduring the ideas of  change were discussed but never practices in 
its physical form. Recently finished, the Sancaklar mosque in Istanbul 
is another precedent which consolidates with the ideas of  alternative 
yet perceptively contextualised project.  It uses the surrounding 
landscape as a tool to generate new architectural dialogue by 
physically embedding the mosque within the earth. Not only does 
this project deflects the typical reproduction of  the Ideal Ottoman 
mosque, but also broaden the horizon of  ways mosque can sit within 
its context in this case inside the earth. It also uses other sources like 
material composition to generate the overall architecture geometry 
rather than meeting the confinement of  the essential elements. 

Fig.51: Sancaklar Mosque, Istanbul
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|4:4|Making a Mark|

The conceptual design proposal is a response to the current condition 
within the city of  Marseille and perception of  mosque architecture. 
The proposition questions the proposal of  the Grand Mosque of  
Marseille, in so by seeking an alternative way to build a platform 
where the mosque has a relation to the city’s infrastructure and the 
culture. It endures the secular possibilities through the programme 
and embraces the ‘traditional’ elements in an abstract form to its 
essence by that it continues to sustain the underlining consensus 
of  mosque conditions.  The scheme reconsider the question, what 
makes a mosque, through broadening the architectural dialogue in 
its context, by encountering the relationship between the old and 
new, inside and outside, the accessibility and the composition, all of  
which were implemented through the design process. Yet all these 
gestures, which are initially breaking down the ‘traditional’ scheme, 
would have been impossible to achieve if  understanding of  the 
origin and religious text was understated, as it was only through 
the findings which illustrated that there are no confined boundaries 
within the religion which precludes the house of  prostration to be 
built in a specific way.

Thereby to simple answer the outline for the paper which is how 
mosque can recreate communal conditions through architecture, 
is remarkably complex through societal functions yet simple in 
architectural conditions. The act of  embracing the context as a tool 
for developing design methodology, rather than imposing the past 
ideologies upon the mosque is the profound answer. For that it will 
bring the house of  prostration in the middle ground of  the ongoing 
societal disputes. In that there are better communal conditions.

Fig.52: Studio Design Plan
Fig.53:  Studio Design Perspective
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